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Finsens offers a wide
range of financial services and
expert knowledge in the fields
of tax law, asset management,
financial planning, pensions and
capital structures. Finsens has
been in business since 1993 and
currently has 25 employees.

Finsens significantly
reduced time spent per
client, decreased outstanding
invoice times and improved
client satisfaction with their
online FastPortal client
environment.
Finsens has profoundly streamlined the way it provides its tax
advisory services to individuals and small corporations. FastPortal
serves as a client portal, improving communication and collaboration between colleagues and clients. Using a branded version of
FastPortal, called MyFinsens, Finsens took advantage of business
automation and self-service tools.
As a result, Finsens has saved over 20% of time spent per tax
filing, reduced average invoice collection periods by 20 days
and improved customer satisfaction.
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“We are now able to show our clients what the
status of their tax invoice is, they can manage
their documents online and the whole interface
is easy on the eye and intuitive.”

Using modern techniques
to improve the client
experience
“Over the last years we have seen large competitors and onlineonly service providers pushing down prices and improving their
levels of service,” according to Robert Bosma, Founding Partner
at Finsens. “Meanwhile we also noticed that the preferences
of our clients are changing. In the past our beautiful office has
always been a massive selling point, these days more clients prefer
communication exclusively online. They don’t want to deal with our
office hours, parking downtown or posting documents.”
In 2009 Finsens started experimenting with their own online solution. “We had developed a tool in-house,” Bosma says. “It covered
the basics of document delivery and invoicing, but the cost of
upkeep was high and over the years it was starting to look and feel
dated.” At this point, Finsens arrived at a crossroads: should they
update the old tools, go back to the old-way of working or seek a
replacement tool?

– Robert Bosma, founding partner of Finsens

To Bosma and his partners it was clear: they wanted to look forward and make their company future-proof. “There was no way we
would go back to email and phone calls with all their inefficiencies.”
In late 2013, the company started to look for a new solution. “We
looked at a lot of tools and conducted an exhaustive analysis of
the landscape. Unfortunately, most of the products we looked at
had the same problems: they were difficult to implement and not
at all easy to use.” None of the products met the two goals Finsens
had set for itself: no expensive implementation consultancy and an
accessible and clear system.
That is where FastPortal came in. “FastPortal hit all the right notes
for us: it is very intuitive to use, the setup was a breeze, it has invoicing and payments built in and it was designed to accommodate
our international customers with a multi-lingual environment,” says
Bosma. “It is also white-label. That is very important to us, because
we want to stay in control of the relationship with our clients. That
means using our own branding and logos, rather than that of some
software company our clients don’t know.”
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“I really, really, like FastPortal.”
– Inez Lutgens, Tax Assistant at Finsens

Switching on MyFinsens
Having picked FastPortal, Finsens showed faith in the
product by deciding on a full migration. “We did not want
to have side-by-side systems containing user information, so we told Rik at FastPortal that he had one shot to
get it right. All our client data had to be moved on time
and, importantly, without any down time.”
The implementation was a demonstration of the flexibility of both Finsens and FastPortal. “The old tools had
some serious usability problems, so it was not hard for
Robert and Rik to get us very excited about FastPortal,”
says Inez Lutgens, a Tax Assistant at Finsens. “My only
concern was the switch. If things weren’t ok, there would
be no end to the problems we would have.” Collaborating
closely with Inez, the FastPortal migration team was able
to complete the entire process in just two weeks. By the
time the white-label version of FastPortal, MyFinsens,
went live on 1 November 2014, everything was running
smoothly and all the client data had made it across
safely.
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Finsens initially used FastPortal primarily for income
tax returns. In the Netherlands the bulk of those
are initiated in the first quarter of the year. “It was
important to migrate at the end of 2014, because
we wanted to fully understand FastPortal and work
out any issues before the 2015 tax season,” explains
Bosma. “It was crucial we were ready to begin in
January.” Bosma credits the FastPortal team with
critical help on strategy and planning: “We could not
have wished for a smoother roll out. The FastPortal
team really made it a breeze.”
MyFinsens quickly proved its worth. According to
Lutgens: “Virtually no clients asked for help. They all
understand how it works without explanation. My
phone has never been so quiet!” And to Bosma the
benefits were also very clear: “Our clients are happier,
our team is more productive and IT operating costs
are down!”
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Tangible
improvements
Both clients and Finsen’s team members
gained from the system. Clients could see
exactly what was expected of them and,
importantly, what they could expect of
Finsens. As a result, the team members
and clients now collaborate on workflows,
reducing duplicate work and unproductive
requests for interim updates – all in one
very easy-to-use environment.
“Right out of the gate we were seeing some
very tangible improvements,” says Bosma.
“In no time, MyFinsens was at the center of
our tax advisory services.” These improvements and features include:

Clients are updated in real-time:
By visually presenting the entire Tax Advisory service in an intuitive manner (similar
to a parcel delivery service track-and-trace
website), clients are given more insight
than before. This reduces the feeling that
the whole process is a black box, increasing
the client’s sense of ownership and satisfaction.
Self-service sign-up:
New clients are requested to register first
for a MyFinsens account. This reduces
workload for the secretarial team, but most
importantly it assures that all client
information is accurate.
Document delivery:
Whenever documents from a client are
required, FastPortal makes this delivery
as convenient as possible. In practice this
means that clients deliver documents on
time, in a structured manner, with fewer
missing documents – drastically reducing
time spent by employees on chasing clients.

Prepayment & invoicing:
Finsens decided to offer some of their services with a prepayment requirement. This
means that in order to continue the process
of Tax Advisory, the client must pay beforehand using an online payment method. This
is another win-win scenario. Clients prefer
paying online in as few steps as possible
and Finsens has the benefit of reducing
average invoice collection times by weeks.
As a result invoice collection times went
down from an average of 35 days to just 15.
Everything-in-one-place dossiers:
FastPortal has beautiful project overview
pages that present all the information relating to a dossier in a single place. This makes
it easy for the team members of Finsens
and their clients to retrieve all the information regarding this service in a single place.
Fewer discussions:
By presenting workflows in a structured
manner, clients are less likely to discuss
terms & conditions, rates or payment details. This allows Finsens to focus on providing the best possible Tax Advice.

Combining all the above aspects allowed Finsens
to reduce time spent per dossier by 20%.
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“We couldn’t have made a smarter choice. I don’t even want to
think about having to go back to the old ways. Literally, every single
department has experienced the benefits of using FastPortal.”
– Robert Bosma, Founding partner of Finsens

Clients Love It

Future Developments

Finsens has been in business for over 20 years by being extremely
client-focused. Bosma: “The new MyFinsens had to improve our
clients’ experience. We made it clear from the start: if the clients
don’t like it, we will go back to the old way.”

After the initial success of FastPortal for the Tax Advisory business, Finsens is already looking to implement the software in other
business units. Together with the team at FastPortal they are
currently working on a Mortgage Advisory and Administration
Services version of MyFinsens.

That turned out not to be a problem at all. Their clients, including
clients that have been with Finsens for years, immediately took
a liking to the system. They often praise the easy of use of
MyFinsens. One Hungarian client states “a comfortable online
interface is always welcome in the digital age.” An English client
states that it is “much easier to manage my tax data,” and a
Dutch client argues that it is “user-friendly, available at my
desired moment.”
Overall, Bosma states, clients are more satisfied with the service
Finsens provides and state that the service level of Finsens has
improved significantly.
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In the meantime, Finsens is also upgrading some of its legacy
systems to communicate directly with FastPortal. “A lot of our data
is spread out between different applications,” says Lutgens. “That
software is less user-friendly and requires a lot of manual work.”
Integration with FastPortal is incredibly easy, but older software
is often not nearly as open. Finsens and FastPortal are working to
couple all the systems by the end of 2015.

Impact
In short, Bosma says: “We couldn’t have made a better choice.
I don’t even want to think about having to go back to the old ways.
Literally every single department has experienced the benefits of
using FastPortal.”
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What we have
learned from
Finsens
For the FastPortal team the
implementation of MyFinsens was
as exciting as it was for Finsens.
Because of the enthusiasm and
trust in the system from Finsens, we
were able to smoothly and swiftly
implement the portal in their everyday workflows. In the process we
learned that less is more, especially
in terms of on hands functionality
and information. We are continuing
to streamline the portal, to give
clients all the information they need
without creating a cluttered interface. In fact we have elevated this as
one of our design principles.
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Want to know more?
We are happy to set up a meeting to show you how FastPortal
works and talk about how it might work for you. Use the contact
information below to get in touch.

Rik visser
(+31) (0)6-45316930
hello@fastportal.com
www.fastportal.com
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